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The Berlin Fashion Film Festival was founded in 2012 to highlight the most creative work produced for 

fashion, beauty and lifestyle brands. Since its first edition our aim is to showcase the best films for 

multinational brands side by side the most exciting content produced by upcoming directors.We want to 

lower the barriers for directors to enter the business of filmmaking, since production companies, agencies 

and brands come to BFFF every year to discover the most relevant trends and talents in state-of-the-art 

filmmaking. Films run through the veins of BFFF. With more than 30 years of experience in the film, event 

and communication industry our managing team is constantly finding new ways to support the decision 

makers and creatives of the industry to connect and collaborate.  The BFFF SHOWROOM showcases a 

handpicked selection of the most exciting content and creatives the world has to offer. 

WHAT IS

?



Berlin

Berlin is the most multi-cultural city in 

Germany. Its 3.5 million inhabitants include 

over 470,000 residents with foreign passports.

People from over 184 nations are  long-term 

residents in the city. 



The Event

GREAT WORK 

MOVES YOU 

EMOTIONALLY. 

The event takes place once a year in Berlin and sees established thought-leaders 

from creative industries form part of the Berlin fashion Film Festival jury, and 

award the best film productions. The festival is featured in more than 200 media 

outlets including Vogue.it, Interview Magazine, The Independent, RTL, Zitty, Le 

Cool, I-D, Vanity Fair, El Pais, and La Repubblica. With notable jurors such Jordan 

McGarry lead curator at Vimeo, Alexandra Bondi de Antoni editor in chief at I-D 

Germany and Sara Maino senior editor at Vogue Italia. The best films are showcased 

through a series of public screenings, an award show, and an international film tour.

Passion and talent deserve to be acknowledged and supported, and BfFF does this 

personally by creating valuable connections between artists, producers, advertising 

agencies and clients. Stephen Philms work will be presented to top curators in 

international fashion and film. As a sponsor, you’ll gain more brand awareness 

globally in a city that renowned for its influence in the arts.  BfFF is a reference point for the 

latest generation of filmmakers 

and brand strategy agencies. 

 



The 

Columbia  

Theater

The Columbia Theater is an event hall in

Berlin Kreuzberg-Tempelhof.The building

was built as a cinema for the US Air Force

in 1951 and extensively renovated and

restored in 2015. 

The Venue



Stephen Philms is a writer, filmmaker and creative director. He’s worked in several aspects of production such as Assistant Director to Ken

Feinberg at Creative Studios of Atlanta, television development for the show Dream Writers and Creative Director with the Fashion Brand

Ennyluap. He received his BFA in Film and Media Production from the Art Institutes as well as an international film study with Cinema 

Nosso. This led him to work on film, tv, and fashion projects worldwide, in countries such Rio de Janeiro Brazil, Adana Turkey, Naples Italy

and Manama Bahrain. Some of Stephen’s clientele consists of International Graffiti Artist Marcelo Eco, Olympic Gold Medalist and WNBA

Star Angel McCoughtry and the Brazilian American Chamber of Commerce. His eye for style and creativity has been recognized by brand

such as the Truth brand, Dr. Martens, Vogue Italia and several fashion outlets a like. Stephen’s work has been presented at the Pentagon 

for it’s highest officials and his film titled Love on the Rocks which he wrote, produced and directed, was exhibited at The Bronx Museum 

of the Arts. His most recent art was exhibitioned at KAI LIN ART gallery as well as showcased at the ten year anniversary of City of Ink. 

His fashion film ‘Changes’ debuted on the SS 2014 Runway of New York Fashion Week and his latest project 'RANKOR' is set to debut 

spring 2018. 
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Ennyluap (pronounced in-a-lope), is a classic contemporary clothing label dedicated to timeless style, and 

high quality for women and children, by designer Amanda Williamson. Ennyluap lives by the mantra 

"Timelessly Bold', and displays just that, in our assortment of Blouses, Dresses, Pants, and Skirts. Ennyluap 

encompasses class along with style, and fun. Along with showing at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week, 

Ennyluap been featured three times in the covers of Vogue. All details from the fabric to the last stitch are 

carefully handpicked, to ensure that the final product speaks for itself. 

STEPHEN PHILMS 

PARTNERS WITH 

ENNYLUAP.

Stephen Philms is producing a fashion 

film featuring clothing and styling with 

Ennyluap.  
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FASHION FILM

Stephen Philms will create a cutting edge film with 

Ennyluap to debut at the Berlin Fashion Film Festival. 

The film will highlight diverse messaging told through 

fashion and design. The film will provide a global 

platform for models, stylist and sponsors.
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

Presenting Sponsor - $30,000 
*Opening Credit in the  film with Logo on display as 'Presented

By' sponsor. 

*1 YEAR of joint adverting from Stephen Philms & Ennyluap 

at future shows (New York fashion week, Berlin Fashion 

Week, Art Basel) 

*4 Passes to the BfFF 

*Company name/product mentioned and written in all press 

releases 

*Video commercial with interviews before and after event 

promoting your product on new media outlets and all social 

media platforms. 

  Title Sponsor- $20,000 
*Closing Credit recognition  

*6 Months  of joint adverting from Stephen Philms & Ennyluap

at future shows (New York fashion week, Art Basel) 

*3 Passes to the BfFF 

*Company name/product mentioned and written in all press 

releases and social media 

*Closing Credit recognition  

*3 Months of joint adverting from Stephen Philms & Ennyluap 

at future shows (New York fashion week, Art Basel) 

*2 Passes to the BfFF 

*Company name/product mentioned and written in all press 

releases and social media 

Major Sponsor- $10,000 

*Closing Credit recognition  

*1 Pass to the BfFF 

*Company name/product mentioned and written in all press 

releases and social media 

Supporting  Sponsor- $5,000 

Participating Sponsor- $2,500 
*Closing Credit recognition  

*Company name/product mentioned and written in all press 

releases and social media 
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                                                  IN-KIND SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 

In-Kind sponsorships of production space, equipment 

and services are highly valued. To contact regarding 

these opportunities please send email to 

stephenphilms@gmail.com
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Thank  you.
We truly appreciate 
your time and look 

forward to building a 
lasting partnership 

with you!
send inquiry emails stephenphilms@gmail.com


